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INTRODUCTION

CLAIMS VERSUS REALITY:

When policy makers discussed the EU’s first ever mandatory 

CO2 emission standard for cars in 2006–2008, individual car 

companies and their lobby group, ACEA (the European Automobile 

Manufacturers' Association), lobbied hard to stop the recommended 

standards becoming law. 

The car industry claimed that targets to reduce carbon dioxide 

emissions from cars to no more than 120 grammes of carbon dioxide 

per kilometre (g CO2/km) would be technologically impossible to 

meet by 2012. It also argued that the necessary changes would be 

too expensive and that there would be no consumer demand for 

efficient vehicles. It even went so far as to say that introducing such 

standards would lead to the collapse of the entire industry. All the 

while, European car companies and their lobby group, ACEA, claimed 

to be concerned about the environment.

As a direct result of the car industry’s lobbying, European policy 

makers not only weakened its proposed target to 130g CO2/km, 

but also delayed it by three years from 2012 to 2015. 

This document looks at the claims the industry made when the 

standards were first put in place and compares them with the 

reality of developments since then. It is clear that many of the 

industry’s statements were hugely exaggerated and have already 

been proved wrong.

In 2012 and for the next two years, EU policy makers will be 

deciding how to achieve a longer term target of 95g CO2/km 

by 2020 and setting a new target for 2025. In the run-up to this 

adoption of new standards, it is crucial that lessons are learned 

and that unsubstantiated and false claims from the car industry 

are not allowed to once again water down the emission targets 

needed to tackle climate change. 



2 CLAIMS VERSUS REALITY

In early 2007, Volkswagen, together with other German car  

companies, sent a letter to European Commissioners asking  

them to reconsider proposals for a mandatory target of no more  

than 120g CO2/km for new cars sold in Europe by 2012. The 

companies claimed that this target was ‘technically not 

accomplishable’.2 Meanwhile the European car industry lobby 

group, ACEA, attacked the proposals calling the target  

‘arbitrary and too severe’.3

Their arguments persuaded the Commission to water down the 

proposed target from a maximum of 120g to a more lenient 

target of 130g CO2/km for EU average fleet emissions by 2012. 

But even this weakened target was too much for ACEA who then 

argued that 130g CO2/km by 2012 was ‘not feasible’. Following 

subsequent negotiations with the EU governments and the 

European Parliament and further lobbying by the car industry, 

the standard was eventually delayed by three years, until 2015. 

CAR INDUsTRy ClAIms
ClAIm 1:
‘We CAN’T DO IT’

AND The ReAlITy

European carmakers now need to lower their average fleet 

emissions by a mere 7% to hit 130g CO2/km (which is their 2015 

target) and 14% to hit 120g CO2/km.5

Several carmakers are now clearly on track to meet their 2015 

targets in 2012, the year that ACEA claimed was ‘not feasible’. 

Toyota, for one, was virtually there already in 2010, five years 

ahead of time. PSA and Fiat are very close too, with just 3% and 

5% reductions left to make respectively.6 Last year, in response to 

figures showing that carmakers were making rapid improvements 

to their fleets, The Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders 

– the UK industry lobby group – admitted that its members had 

overestimated the difficulty of cutting emissions. It said they  

had not anticipated how quickly the whole industry would  

respond to the move from voluntary to compulsory targets. A 

spokesman said: ‘Having those limits imposed focused attention 

and encouraged everyone to do whatever they could to 

accelerate development’.7 

A number of carmakers have recently gone even further and 

independently set themselves targets to exceed their legal 

standards. Renault has announced it wants to reach a fleet wide 

average emissions level of below 100g CO2/km by 2016 for their 

European car fleet, far more ambitious than their official 2015 

target of 127g CO2/km.8   

Daimler, one of the German luxury carmakers, has a legal target 

of 138g by 2015, but recently committed itself to reduce the 

emissions of its car fleet to less than 140g CO2/km by 2012 and 

to 125g CO2/km by 2016.9 Yet cables leaked by wikileaks now 

show that in 2008 when the legislation was being set, Daimler 

was lobbying hard to water down the proposals, despite the fact 

that even then, they expected their fleet to be at an average  

CO2 emission level of 136g CO2/km by 2012.10 

We will never know what would have happened had the EU 

preserved its ambition of achieving an average of 120g CO2/km 

for new cars by 2012. What is clear however, is that the legal 

standards for 2015 are too easy for many carmakers across the 

different segments of the market – despite their insistence that 

more ambitious targets could not be reached.

‘A vehICle-RelATeD TARgeT Of 130 gRAmmes 
CO2 peR kIlOmeTRe by 2012, As pROpOseD 
by The COmmIssION, Is NOT feAsIble.’  
ACeA, 2007 1

‘The INDUsTRy As A WhOle ReDUCeD 
AveRAge CO2 emIssIONs by 3.7% lAsT yeAR 
[2010] CONTINUINg The TReND Of mUCh 
fAsTeR ReDUCTIONs sINCe ADOpTION Of The 
eU’s mANDATORy CO2 TARgeTs fOR CARs.’ 
TRANspORT & eNvIRONmeNT, 2011 4

Even since the targets were cemented into law, improvements 

have been made very quickly, despite carmakers’ claims. 

The efficiency of the overall European car fleet improved by 5.1% in 

2009 and 3.7% in 2010. This meant that last year the industry as a 

whole reached an average CO2 emission level of 140g CO2/km. 



3 CLAIMS VERSUS REALITY

‘The INDUsTRy 
WIll COllApse’

Leaked cables show that in 2008 Audi officials were arguing that the EU  

legislation would destroy the European car industry and fail to contribute 

to addressing climate change. The US official who reported the comments 

back to Washington stated that this was a ‘questionable argument’, 

but nonetheless it is clear that Audi was using this kind of language to 

frighten European policy makers into weakening the legislation.

In early 2007, then ACEA President, Sergio Marchionne sent a 

letter to Commission President Barroso, which said, ‘I cannot stress 

sufficiently how serious the implications of such a policy [120g 

CO2/km by 2012] would be for competitiveness of the European 

car industry and employment.’ 12 Days later, Volkswagen and other 

German carmakers (BMW, Ford-Germany, Opel, and DaimlerChysler) 

sent a separate letter to Barroso warning that the legislation would 

lead to massive industrial destabilisation. They argued that it would 

constitute ‘a massive industrial political intervention at the expense 

of the entire European, and especially the German, automobile 

industry’ and ‘the direct consequence would be the migration of a 

large number of jobs from European production plants of automobile 

manufacturers and the supplier industry’.13

Later that year, once the Commission had weakened the CO2 

reduction target to 130g CO2/km, ACEA then stated that 

even this target ‘if implemented, would effectively reduce the 

competitive strength of the European automobile sector and put 

car manufacturing in the European Union at risk.’14

AND The ReAlITy

The car industry has clearly not collapsed. Whilst the economic 

recession of 2008–2009 did reduce demand for new cars (along 

with other factors such as changes in population demographics)16, 

EU CO2 rules have in fact spurred innovation and increased 

competitiveness of the EU car industry.

German car industry expert Professor Dudenhöffer, states that, 

‘the experience with the regulation of CO2 emissions from 

cars shows that fuel consumption standards can improve the 

innovativeness of the sector significantly.’ 17

The European Commission, in a 2010 paper on European 

manufacturing, reported that if the car industry fails to embrace 

the shift towards more fuel efficient vehicles, it will continue to be 

structurally unprepared for the future. The report went on to state 

that, ‘demand is increasingly shifting towards more fuel efficient 

vehicles and vehicles with alternative power trains […] The issue of 

further restructuring in favour of more fuel efficient vehicles and 

vehicles with alternative power trains still needs to be faced.’18

Part of the industry, including in the US, recognises that the shift to 

tighter fuel economy standards actually presents a huge opportunity to 

create jobs, drive innovation and foster high-tech industries supplying 

additional manufactured components. As chairman and CEO of Cummins, 

the US diesel engine manufacturer explains, ‘tighter regulations are a fact 

of life. Back in the '90s we saw this as burdensome, but we now see this 

as an advantage. If we have the advantage, either in fuel economy or 

emissions or both, we're going to gain market share, we're going to be 

able to enter new markets. As a result, we secure employment and grow 

the business.’19  Former Vice-Chairman of General Motors, Bob Lutz, 

argues that part of the reason why GM failed in the US was because of 

poor US fuel economy standards. 20

The fact is that CO2 standards have not led to the collapse of the 

industry, and what is clear is that the continual improvement of vehicle 

efficiency heading towards a low carbon future, is critical to both the 

continuation of the car market, and to protecting the climate.

‘The eU RUles WOUlD effeCTIvely ‘“kIll” The 
eUROpeAN AUTO INDUsTRy WhIle AChIevINg 
lITTle beNefIT TO The eNvIRONmeNT’.  
AUDI (WIkIleAks), 2008 11

‘The RegUlATION hAs TRIggeReD The  
lARgesT INNOvATION pUsh 
[INNOvATIONsWelle] IN The eUROpeAN CAR 
INDUsTRy sINCe The seCOND WORlD WAR.’  
pROfessOR DUDeNhöffeR, geRmAN CAR 
INDUsTRy expeRT, 2011 15



4 CLAIMS VERSUS REALITY

ClAIm 3:
‘We NeeD mORe TIme’

The car industry first successfully pressured the European 

Commission into watering down its proposed emission reduction 

target of an industry average of 130g CO2/km instead of 

120g CO2/km for new cars sold in Europe. It then lobbied the EU 

to postpone even the new, weaker target from 2012 to 2015. 

To support the case for a delay of the standard, carmakers said 

industry needed longer lead-in time to develop and produce new 

models. They argued that most of the cars that would be on sale 

in 2012 had already been designed and put into the production 

pipeline, and so costs and production cycles would make it 

impossible to make the required changes to the models to meet 

the requirements of the legislation in time.

AND The ReAlITy

As we have outlined above, since the introduction of the 

legislation, carmakers have made very rapid progress in reducing 

the CO2 emissions from their fleets. They have done this through 

a mixture of both improved technology and by increasing sales of 

smaller less polluting cars. Some carmakers, such as Toyota, have 

discontinued sales of high CO2 models which has helped them 

meet their targets, whilst others have boosted sales of their low 

CO2 vehicles.

In addition, carmakers have used regular mid-model ‘facelifts’ 

to insert fuel saving technologies – they did not have to wait  

until the end of a production cycle to improve the efficiency of 

their car models. Volkswagen introduced the fuel saving versions 

of their Golf, Polo and Passat models during ‘facelifts’, not 

waiting until complete model changes. For example, this year 

Volkswagen introduced a ‘facelifted’ Passat which has significantly 

improved efficiency.23  

‘eNgINe ADjUsTmeNTs ARe hUgely 
COmplICATeD AND expeNsIve OpeRATIONs. 
DevelOpINg eNgINes AND vehICles NeeDs 
Ample pRepARATION, Up TO fIve yeARs AT 
mINImUm. NeW TeChNOlOgIes OfTeN NeeD 
eveN lONgeR TO eNfOlD [sIC] TheIR fUll 
mARkeT pOTeNTIAl.’  
ACeA, 2007 21

‘All AvAIlAble evIDeNCe pOINTs TOWARDs 
CARmAkeRs IN eUROpe heADINg fOR veRy 
sIgNIfICANT ‘OveR-COmplIANCe’ WITh The 
CO2 RegUlATION AND ARe heNCe lIkely TO 
hIT The 130g CO2/km TARgeT fOR 2015 
seveRAl yeARs IN ADvANCe.’ 
TRANspORT & eNvIRONmeNT, 2011 22  

In reality, carmakers did not need as much time as they claimed  

in order to improve their average fleet emissions.

Their argument regarding production timelines might have made 

more sense if the EU’s CO2 standards applied to each vehicle sold.  

But this is not the case – carmakers’ fleets and not individual 

vehicles have to remain below an average CO2 level set in the 

legislation. So carmakers have been able to continue selling many 

different models, but have been able to adjust the sales of each to 

reduce the overall average of the whole fleet. 



5 CLAIMS VERSUS REALITY

ClAIm 4:
‘IT WIll COsT  
TOO mUCh’

Carmakers claimed that introducing CO2 standards to comply 

with legislation would be prohibitively expensive. They also 

argued that expensive improvements would force carmakers 

to increase prices, thereby preventing less affluent people from 

buying cars. In December 2007, ACEA argued that, ‘a strategy 

that focuses excessively on vehicle technology, with a target of 

130 grammes CO2/km by 2012 as the Commission proposes, 

will lead to a price increase per car of up to €3000 on average. 

(…) For many consumers, cars could become unaffordable.’25  

AND The ReAlITy

The graph below, based on official EU data, makes it clear that cars have 

not become more expensive due to the CO2 standards. In fact, as CO2 

emissions have come down, so have prices.Transport & Environment 

figures demonstrate that car prices fell even more once the CO2 

regulation started having an impact. Decreases in average car prices were 

2.5% in the 2007–2010 period, compared to 0.6% in 2002–2006.28

Professor Dudenhöffer notes in relation to the car CO2 standard that ‘the 

adaptation and use of new technology went much faster and was less 

costly than many expected.’29 He highlights the example of stop-start 

technology, which shuts off the engine when the car is at stand-still, 

saving 5–13% of CO2. The price mark-up for the system is between 

€250 and €300. The price will decrease further in the coming years due 

to the high demand, to little more than €100 in 2015, according to 

Professor Dudenhöffer. The system will likely be offered as a standard in 

all models of the compact and larger segments from 2012.30

‘IT Is beyOND DOUbT ThAT The COsTs Of  
ReAChINg 120g/km vIA vehICle TeChNOlOgy 
ONly ARe pROhIbITIve AND NOT AT All  
COsT-effeCTIve’ 
ACeA, 2007 24

‘OveR The pAsT DeCADe legIslATIve 
ReqUIRemeNTs, Of WhICh CO2 ReDUCTIONs Is 
ONe exAmple, hAve NOT sTOppeD The TReND 
Of CARs beCOmINg eveR mORe AffORDAble – 
lOWeR CO2 (AND OTheR) emIssIONs AND 
lOWeR pRICes hAve gONe hAND IN hAND’. 
TRANspORT AND eNvIRONmeNT, 2011 27

fIgURe 1: TREnD In nEw CAR Co2 EMISSIonS AnD REAL CAR pRICES In EURopE fRoM 2006 To 2010
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THE YEAR 2006 EQUALS 100% ON THE HORIZONTAL AXIS.26

 *Prices adjusted for inflation
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ClAIm 5:
‘OUR CUsTOmeRs 
sImply DON’T WANT 
lOW emIssION CARs’

Carmakers argued that there was no market for low CO2 cars. 

So, they said, how could they be asked to produce what no one 

will buy? 

But carmakers shape demand through their marketing strategies 

and by controlling prices.  While many companies do now 

advertise their low emission models, the bulk of their marketing 

spending is still on big and high-emitting cars, creating and driving 

demand for powerful polluting vehicles. 

Where carmakers do advertise greener cars, what is often not 

clear is that consumers are expected to pay a premium for  

fuel-saving technologies which mean that many consumers then 

opt for a more polluting model. Adding a premium of €1,000 to 

€1,500 for ‘green’ models, as Volkswagen does, clearly puts off 

many potential customers.

AND The ReAlITy

As ACEA itself admitted in its 2010 economic report, it has 

become clear over time that customers do want low-emission 

vehicles, especially at a time when fuel prices have risen 

significantly. 

Fuel consumption is becoming an increasingly important factor 

for fleet operators which represent around half of the whole EU 

market, and more than 60% of the market for medium, upper 

medium and large cars.33 The fleet market is placing greater 

emphasis on the total cost of ownership rather than on purchase 

price, making lifetime fuel consumption a key factor, although 

company car taxation in many countries still works in favour of 

high-emitting vehicles.

Governments too have had an influence both on private and 

fleet buyer demand by setting tax levels and rules for consumer 

labelling. Over the last couple of years, three examples have been 

important: Britain’s company car tax system has had a major 

impact on CO2 reduction of the overall car market.34 France’s 

‘bonus-malus’ system (a fee on inefficient technology and a 

rebate on efficient vehicles) meant that CO2 emissions from new 

cars declined by 12% over two years, from 149g CO2/km in 

2007 to 131g CO2/km  in 2010.35 But Germany’s new CO2 label, 

in force since 1 December 2011, is likely to contribute little if 

anything to CO2 reduction.36 

As mentioned earlier, the European Commission and many parts  

of the industry recognise that there is a shift towards fuel 

efficiency. This trend is expected to persist, especially given that 

oil prices are expected to remain high.

‘The CAR INDUsTRy ReCOgNIses The  
DeCReAse IN CO2 emIssIONs hAs ReCeNTly 
slOWeD. ThIs Is DUe TO sTRONg CUsTOmeR 
DemAND fOR lARgeR AND sAfeR vehICles 
AND DIsAppOINTINg CONsUmeR ACCepTANCe 
Of exTRemely fUel-effICIeNT CARs, WhICh 
hAve beeN bROUghT INTO The mARkeT IN 
lINe WITh The CO2 COmmITmeNT’.  
ACeA, 2006 31

‘The DemAND fOR vehICles emITTINg less 
ThAN 120g CO2/km ROse by 20%*, Up TO A 
TOTAl Of 3.9 mIllION CARs. ThIs Is 29% Of 
The TOTAl DemAND fOR NeW CARs.’ 
ACeA, 2010 32



7 CLAIMS VERSUS REALITY

ClAIm 6:
‘bUT We ReAlly DO 
CARe AbOUT The 
eNvIRONmeNT’

Both individual companies and industry lobby groups regularly 

release public statements claiming that environmental issues are 

important to them.

bUT The ReAlITy...

other countries. When the EU-Korea Free Trade Agreement was 

negotiated, carmakers successfully pressured the EU to demand 

changes to Korea’s draft CO2 standard for cars so it would be 

more lenient for heavy cars even though the proposed rules were 

already more lenient than the EU’s own standard.40 

With standards in place however, the situation is beginning to 

change. BMW has begun to adapt its brand to suit the ‘responsible’ 

well-off driver, and to attract fleet customers looking for both 

performance and low running costs. Other luxury brands have 

taken up the challenge and entered into a competition for the 

lowest consumption in their models.41

However, much more must be done to bring about the CO2 

reductions that are so urgently needed in the transport sector. It 

is not until carmakers have stopped trying to weaken and delay 

legislation that the industry will be able to credibly claim it is 

‘committed’ to doing its part to protect the climate.

‘The eUROpeAN AUTOmObIle seCTOR, ONe 
Of The mOsT INNOvATIve AND vAlUAble 
INDUsTRIes IN The eU, Is fUlly COmmITTeD 
TO ReDUCINg CO2 emIssIONs fROm CARs 
AND sUppORTs The eU ObjeCTIve Of 
ReAChINg A level Of 120 gRAmmes CO2 peR 
kIlOmeTRe.’ 
ACeA, 2007 37

Carmakers are very good at announcing their green credentials 

but continue to drag their feet instead of genuinely ensuring best 

environmental practice. Despite carmakers’ claims to be fully 

committed to reducing CO2 emissions, European – and particularly 

German – carmakers still make the largest profits on powerful 

high-end cars that emit – even after improvements – more CO2 

than smaller cars. Their business model is still geared toward 

performance, particularly engine power, rather than fuel savings 

or alternative fuels. For example, Volkswagen’s first hybrid car, the 

Toureg SUV, still emits 193g CO2/km despite the company stating 

in its sustainability report that it aims ‘to be the most eco-friendly 

automaker in the world!’.38 

Carmakers are still bringing to market new models and variants 

with high CO2 emissions including 4x4s. They anticipate – and 

create – demand for these vehicles. Unsurprisingly, market shares 

of 4x4s have increased continuously. Since 2000, this segment 

increased by 15% per year in Germany where it accounts for more 

than 10% of the new car market.39

Consequently, carmakers have been trying to pressure non-EU 

markets to preserve unlimited access for this type of vehicle and 

have been using their lobbying power to influence regulations in 
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European carmakers have continuously displayed a reluctance 

to make concrete commitments to reducing CO2 emissions 

from their vehicles. The industry resisted the introduction of 

mandatory standards for years, successfully lobbying EU policy 

makers to stop voluntary standards becoming law. Then, once 

the introduction of these standards finally became inevitable, 

the industry turned its attention to weakening and then delaying 

them significantly. 

Despite the car industry’s resistance, it is clear that mandatory 

standards have successfully improved the efficiency of the 

European car fleet. It is also evident that carmakers are capable 

of rapid progress and innovation in making their cars more 

efficient, which is helping to both reduce emissions and maintain 

their competitiveness.

With new emissions targets for 2020 and 2025 up for discussion 

in the next two years, it is crucial that the car industry is not 

permitted to repeat history and block or weaken the new 

standards. To date, the industry has issued too many lies and 

exaggerated claims to be trusted. 

European carmakers and their lobby group, ACEA, now have 

an opportunity to live up to their environmental claims, stop 

opposing the laws we need to tackle climate change and get on 

with playing their role in reducing emissions and oil consumption.

CONClUsION 
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